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Abstract—Recommendation systems play a critical role in
the Information Science application domain, especially in e-
commerce ecosystems. In almost all recommender systems,
statistical methods and machine learning techniques are used
to recommend items to the users. Although the user-based col-
laborative filtering approaches have been applied successfully
in many different domains, some serious challenges remain es-
pecially in regards to large e-commerce sites, for recommender
systems need to manage millions of users and millions of catalog
products. In particular, the need to scan a vast number of
potential neighbors makes it very hard to compute predic-
tions. Many researchers have been trying to come up with
solutions like using neighborhood-based collaborative filtering
algorithms, model-based collaborative filtering algorithms, and
text mining algorithms. Others have proposed new methods
or have built various architectures/frameworks. In this paper,
we proposed a new data model based on users’preferences
to improve item-based recommendation accuracy by using
the Apache Mahout library. We also present details of the
implementation of this model on a dataset taken from Amazon.
Our experimental results indicate that the proposed model can
achieve appreciable improvements in terms of recommendation
quality.

Keywords-Recommendation Systems; Collaboration Filter-
ing; Mahout; Mean Absolute Error (MAE).

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies have shown that word of mouth is still the most

powerful marketing tool - even in an online age when

a friend telling us about something interesting, we listen

to him/her with open ears. Many people still make their

decision regarding a purchase based on the actions of the

others. It is safe to say that when we see most of the people

recommending an item or a product and saying they have

to have it, we tend to feel in the same way [1].

Product reviews are acknowledged to have great influ-

ences on customer buying behavior, to a certain extent, they

can be considered a new electronic form of word-of-mouth.

Marketers enable and encourage consumers to post product

reviews and opinions on their e-retail sites in a form of

ratings and comments [2, 3].

The available data on the internet is increasing at immense

speeds, and the need to extract useful information from big

date has emerged. Recommender systems provide customers

with easy access to products/services and help boost e-

commerce sales based on users’browsing history, searches,

purchases, and preferences.

In the past 20 years, recommender systems (RS) have

developed ways of finding products and information. They

help consumers by selecting products they will probably like

or might buy based on analyzing and discovering the patterns

of other customers’behavior. Amazon uses different RS

techniques to recommend new products to their customers.

Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin are using RS techniques

to suggest people we might know. TripAdvicor is another

company that has taken advantage of recommender systems

to give advice on a wide variety of travel choices around the

globe, and Eharmony which helps to match people together.

Among the widely used recommendation systems, col-

laborative filtering (CF) techniques are proven efficient.

The two main collaborative filtering techniques are user-

based and item-based. A recent survey, which is conducted

inside recommendation system, has concluded that item-

based CF provides better recommendations [4]. Along with

the importance of the survey, some other studies have shown

that item-based CF algorithm is of superior quality than

user-based CF algorithm. In addition, it is claimed that it

is scalable over very large datasets [5, 6, 7, 8].

In late 2006 Netflix announced a prize of 1 million dollars

to the first team or person that could improve the accuracy

of its movie recommendation system by 10 percent [9].

Since then, the challenge of improving the accuracy of

recommendation systems has raised noticeable attention in

the research community.

The aim of the present work is to construct a model

that enhances e-commerce recommendation accuracy by

using the helpfulness score of consumer product reviews. In

particular, we aim to improve item-based recommendations

for Amazon.com taking into account the rating system and

users’ opinions toward reviews of products. Also, we test

and evaluate the proposed model and compare its results to

six similarity metrics.

The proposed model takes three inputs; the total number
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of feedbacks, the number of helpful feedbacks, and the rating

given by a customer to a particular item or product. Then,

it calculates a new rating called the adjusted rating, taking

into account other factors, such as customer dissatisfaction

to other reviews.

We empirically evaluate the proposed model on e-

commerce review dataset from amazon.com. Experimen-

tal results show that the data model can improve the e-

commerce quality of recommendation for specific similarity

measures.

This paper is organized as follows: After a brief introduc-

tion to the topic, we give a short literature review in Section

2. Followings are a general overview of recommendation

systems including a special attention to the Mahout’s simi-

larity measure and evaluation of recommender system. The

proposed data model is given in Section 4. We describe our

datasets, system configuration, similarity measures used in

the assessment, and test results in Section 5. We present

discussion and concluding remarks in Sections 6 and 7

respectively.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

We briefly review the related work and research literature.

First, we outline the previous methods utilized to improve

item-based recommender systems. Second, we summarize

the approaches that take into account the helpfulness of

consumer product reviews.

Sarwar et al. [5] analyze different item-based recommen-

dation generation algorithms and present a new algorithm

for CF-based recommender systems.Their results show that

item-based techniques hold the promise of allowing CF-

based algorithms to scale to large data sets and at the

same time produce high-quality recommendations. Later, in

2003, in the paper by Linden et al. [7], it is stated clearly

that ”At Amazon.com, we use recommendation algorithms

to personalize the online store for each customer.” They

conclude that item-to-item collaborative filtering is able to

react immediately to changes in a user’s data, and makes

compelling recommendations for all users regardless of

the number of purchases and ratings. Additional studies

conclude that the item-based algorithms have superior rec-

ommendation quality over user-based algorithms, especially

when we are dealing with scalability, real-time performance,

and computational complexity as given by Linden et al.

[7], Papagelis and Plexousakis [8], Ricci et al. [10].

As a basic definition, the number of helpful feedback

over the total number of feedbacks is frequently called

the helpfulness of on-line user reviews by previous studies

[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Raghavan et al. [16] integrate the help-

fulness scores of product reviews with probabilistic matrix

factorization to improve the performance of recommender

systems. Wang et al. [17] investigate the dual roles of users

in the recommender systems, the first as a reviewer and the

second as a rater who rates the helpfulness scores of reviews.

Also, the author proposes a framework using matrix factor-

ization method to exploit the dual roles of users. Some work

has been done to recommend useful product reviews. As an

example, Zhang and Tran [18] propose an information gain

approach for modeling the helpfulness of on-line product

reviews. Other studies like Ghose and Ipeirotis [19] examine

the helpfulness and economic impact of product reviews by

using text mining and reviewer characteristics.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Recommendation Systems

Recommender systems are software tools and machine

learning techniques that provide suggestions for items which

might be interesting to other users [20].

Recommendations are an integral part of our daily experi-

ence on the Internet. Products are recommended to us on an

e-commerce site, news items on a news portal, and videos

are recommended on sites such as YouTube. Filtering out

relevant information is essential to make the right decisions

and realize new information. Recommender systems usually

produce a list of recommendations by using one of two

algorithms.

• Collaborative filtering

• Content-based filtering

However, it is possible to combine both techniques to-

gether it is called as hybrid recommendation systems. Col-

laborative filtering is a popular recommendation algorithm

that bases its predictions and recommendations on either

the similarity between users past behavior or the similarity

between items in the system. The basic idea behind it is

that if many users shared the same interests in the past they

might also have similar tastes in the future. In this method

a recommendation model has to be built based on similar

behavior between users such as browsing or purchasing

same products, giving almost identical ratings to items. The

recommendations are then automatically generated for items

that a user has not yet rated or given any preference for.

Basically, this approach is based on collecting and analyzing

a large amount of user data. The model built using past

behavior of the users can then be used to recommend new

items to them [5]. Content-based filtering approaches utilize

a series of discrete characteristics of an item, in order to

recommend additional items with similar properties. This

technique requires a lot of effort for feature extraction and

textual similarity in metadata, especially when the item set

is huge like that of Amazon e-commerce site. And it is also

relatively less precise than collaborative filtering approaches

[21].

B. Mahout

Apache Mahout is an open source machine learning li-

brary that produces free implementations of both distributed

(MapReduce) and non-distributed algorithms focused mainly
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in the areas of recommendation, clustering, and classification

[22].

Mahout recommenders support many different similarity

and neighborhood formation calculations. Recommendation

prediction algorithms include item-based, user-based, and

Slope-One and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). It

also incorporates Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) evaluation methods. Mahout is

readily extensible and provides a wide range of Java classes

for customization. It had reached version 12.2 at the time

of writing. In this work, we conducted the study using non-

distributed mode for item-based recommendation.

The building elements of an item-based recommender in

Mahout are as follows.

• DataModel: Implementations of this method represent

a repository of information about users and their asso-

ciated preferences for items.

• ItemSimilarity: Implementations of this method define a

notion of similarity between two items. It should return

values in the range -1.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 representing

perfect similarity.

• Recommender: Implementations of this method can

recommend items for a user [23].

C. Similarity Measures

One critical step in the item-based CF algorithm is to

compute the similarity between items and then to select the

most similar items. There are a number of different ways

to compute the similarity between items. We summarize six

such methods for the sake of coherence. These similarity

measures are based on how much the ratings by common

users for a pair of items deviate from average ratings

for those items. These are Euclidean distance similarity,

Pearson correlation similarity, Uncentered cosine similarity,

Tanimoto coefficient, Log-likelihood similarity, and City-

block similarity.

1) Pearson correlation similarity: The Pearson corre-

lation coefficient is a measure of the strength of linear

relationship between two variables. The correlation between

two items i and j is computed by the following:

sim(i, j) =
∑

u∈U (ru,i−r̄i)(ru,j−r̄j)√∑
u∈U (ru,i−r̄i)2

√∑
u∈U (ru,j−r̄j)2

(1)

where: ru,i is the rating of user u on item i, ri is the average

rating of the i-th item [5].

2) Euclidean distance similarity: The Euclidean distance

measure is computed as 1/ (1+d), where d is the Euclidean

distance between two user points. Larger values mean more-

distant or less similar. It computed using the following

formula.

d(p, q) =
√

(p1 − q1)2 + (p2 − q2)2 + ...+ (pn − qn)2 (2)

3) Uncentered Cosine similarity: In this case, two items

are thought of as two vectors in the m dimensional user-

space. The similarity between them is measured by com-

puting the cosine of the angle between these two vectors.

0◦ means that the two items are similar. Similarity between

items i and j, denoted by sim(i, j) is given by

sim(i, j) = cos(
−→
i ,

−→
j ) =

−→
i .
−→
j∥∥∥−→i ∥∥∥

2
∗
∥∥∥−→j ∥∥∥

2

(3)

where “.”denotes the dot-product of the two vectors [5].
4) Tanimoto coefficient : Also called Jaccard similarity

coefficient; Interesting, the rating score is ignored in this

similarity measure only that the user expresses a preference.

It uses the ratio of the intersecting items to the union set as

the measure of similarity. Thus it equals to zero if there are

no overlap between items and equals to one if all products

intersected.

t =
Nc

Na = Nb −Nc
(4)

where:

Na is the number of users that rated item a.

Nb is the number of users that rated item b.
Nc is the number of users that rated both [24].

5) Log likelihood similarity: Log-likelihood-based simi-

larity is like the Tanimoto coefficient-based similarity. It’s

another metric that doesn’t take into account of individual

preference values. Which based on the number of products in

common between two users, similar to Tanimoto coefficient,

but its value is more valuable of how unlikely it is for two

users to have so much overlap, given the total number of

items in the dataset and the number of items each user has

a preference for [25].

D. Evaluation of Recommender

Statistical accuracy metrics measure the closeness be-

tween recommendation results provided by the system and

the numerical ratings entered by the user for the same items.

Recommendation accuracy has been evaluated in many

different ways. One popular way is using mean absolute

error (MAE). It used to measure the ability of a system to

correctly predict a user’s preference for a particular item

[26].

MAE is a metric of the deviation of recommendations

from their true user-given values. For each ratings-prediction

pair pi, qi this metric calculates the absolute error between

them i.e. pi, qi equally. The MAE is computed by first sum-

ming these absolute errors of the N corresponding ratings-

prediction pairs and then computing the average. This can

be illustrated as follows;

MAE =

∑k
i=1 |pi − qi|

N
(5)
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Figure 1. Amazon Sample Review

Lower MAE score means more accurate recommenda-

tions. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), is another statis-

tical accuracy metric. Decision support accuracy evaluates

how effectively recommendations help a user select high-

quality items from the huge group of items [27]. MAE metric

was used in our evaluation process of recommendation.

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method and the process of building a new

data model aims to improve item-based recommendation

results. The primary way to measure the accuracy of a

recommendation system is to compare the evaluation score

(MAE) between the original rating values given by a user

and the adjusted data where we have implemented our data

model.

We modify the original rating that the user had given to a

product and we name it the adjusted rating. The modification

can be done by adding one to (or subtracting one from) the

original rating value or just keeping the value as it is.

When we look at Amazon reviews, we can see that each

customer has given a rating score from 1 to 5 to a product.

Importantly, we also notice a question at the bottom of each

review ”Was this review helpful to you?”. An example of

this can be seen in Fig 1 where 103 of 109 shoppers find

the product review to be helpful.

The number of users finding a review helpful out of

the total number of feedbacks for a review is called the

helpfulness score, which is, 94.49 in our example. In our

proposed model, we take advantage of the helpfulness score

to improve recommendation accuracy. Another factor that

we take into account is positive and negative reviews. A

positive consumer review is given when an item is rated

5 or 4 out of 5 stars by at least one reviewer. A negative

review, on the other hand, is where at least one reviewer has

rated the item a 1 or a 2 out of 5 stars. Taken together, we

calculate the new rating or the adjusted rating as follows;

r̂ =

{
d+ r, r < 3

|d− r|, r > 3
(6)

where:

r̂ : is the adjusted rating

r : is the original rating given by the user

d : is dissatisfaction score

The dissatisfaction score, which takes a value from 0 to 1,

can be calculated as follows.

d = 1− (
h

t
) (7)

where:

h : is the number of helpful feedbacks

t : is the total number of feedbacks

Figure 2. Sample Example

In our model, when we get a negative rating while the

dissatisfaction score is more than 0.5 i.e. the majority of

reviewers do not agree with the negative rating, we add the

dissatisfaction score to the original rating and round this to

the nearest integer. On the other hand, when we a get positive

rating while the dissatisfaction score is more than 0.5 i.e. the

majority of reviewers do not agree with the positive rating.

We subtract the dissatisfaction score from the original rating

and round this to the nearest integer. But when the rating is

3 and the dissatisfaction score is high, we can not increase

or decrease the value. Therefore, we don’t apply our model

on a rating of 3. More examples of the proposed method

being utilized can be found in Fig. 2.

The item-based algorithm works in four main steps. First,

computes similarities over all pairs of products using one

of the similarity measures. Second, the engine determines

the most similar products relevant to the target user. Third,

the engine fills the gaps, computes the predictions for all

similar products that the target user has no rating for. And

then, generates a list of recommendations based on high

prediction scores.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results of the quality assess-

ment of six different similarity measures. We have performed

this assessment using Mahout’s item-based recommendation

algorithm.

A. Datasets

The experimental data comes from amazon product re-

views and consists of 4 ratings provided by 1.5 million

users for over 1 million items, from different categories.

The dataset has been used before for opinion spam and fake

review detection [28, 29]. To evaluate the accuracy of item-

based recommendation algorithm, we extracted six different
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datasets of different sizes from the original large dataset as

follows; 100k, 500k, 1M, 2M, 3M, and 4M. The datasets

contain meta data, e.g. member id, product id, date, the

number of helpful feedbacks, the total number of feedback,

rating, the title of the review, the body of the review and the

date.

B. System Configuration

We carried out the assessment of the proposed method

using a MacBook Pro, for which the system configuration

is given in Table I.

Table I
SYSTEM AND OTHER CONFIGURATION

Processor 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7

RAM 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3

Operating System OS X El Capitan 10.11.2

Java version 1.8

Mahout Apache Mahout 0.11.1

Dataset Amazon reviews dataset

Rating scales 1 to 5

C. Similarity Measures Used in Assessment

The item-based APIs of Mahout, shown in Table II, are

used during the assessment of the proposed method. Six

different similarity measurement methods are compared for

the proposed method.

Table II
MAHOUT APIS USED FOR SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT

Similarity Measure Mahout API
Pearson Correlation PearsonCorrelationSimilarity

Euclidean Distance EuclideanDistanceSimilarity

Uncentered Cosine UncenteredCosineSimilarity

Tanimoto Coefficient TanimotoCoefficientSimilarity

Log Likelihood LogLikelihoodSimilarity

City Block CityBlockSimilarity

D. Evaluation Score of Similarity Measures

We compare the evaluation score (MAE) of recommen-

dation between two datasets, each one consists of 2 million

records (rows) 3. The first dataset is the original data, i.e.,

without any modification, and the dataset modified with

respect to the proposed method. We use the term ”Adjusted”

our presentation for the later. The comparison results about

the quality of the six different similarity measure algorithms

in recommending items to users is given in Figures 4 - 9.

A lower score is better as that indicates that estimates are

closer to actual preference values.

Studies have shown that the optimum value for train-

ing dataset is 80% for evaluating CF-based recommender

Figure 3. Evaluation scores (MAE) of different similarity measures for
training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

systems [5]. For this reason, we chose training/test ratio

as 80/20 for all assessments. It is observed that Euclidean

distance similarity measure performs far better than other

similarity measures. Most importantly, our proposed model

gives smaller error score for all similarity measures except

Pearson correlation similarity as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. Evaluation scores (MAE) of Pearson Correlation Similarity for
training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

As can be seen in Fig. 4 the adjusted Pearson correlation

similarity falls below evaluation expectations. However, by

increasing the size of dataset, the results tend to be close

to each other. The recommender estimates a preference that

deviates from the actual preference by an average of 0.01.

In other words, our method fails using this measure with an

average of 1 percent deterioration. Consequently, we can say

that it is not recommended to adopt our model for item-based

recommendation system using Pearson correlation similarity

measure.

As shown in Fig. 5, the adjusted Euclidean distance

similarity outperforms the Euclidean distance similarity.

Specifically, the recommender estimates a preference that
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deviates from the actual preference by an average of 0.02.

This relates to about 2 percent improvement. However, when

we increase the size of dataset the results tend to be close

to each other.

Figure 5. Evaluation scores (MAE) of Euclidean Distance Similarity for
training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

Figure 6. Evaluation scores (MAE) of Uncentered Cosine Similarity for
training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

As is clear in Fig. 6 the test results for the adjusted Cosine

similarity are much better than the previous two measure.

Therefore, our method outperforms the UnCentered Cosine

similarity, and the recommender estimates a preference that

deviates from the actual preference by an average of 0.053.

In other words, we get more accurate recommendation

results by 5.3 percent.

The Fig. 7 shows the adjusted LogLikilihood similarity,

which is performing better than to the orginal value of the

same metric. The recommender estimates a preference that

deviates from the actual preference by an average of 0.053.

In other words, we get more accurate recommendation

results by 5.3 percent.

The adjusted Tanimoto similarity gives notable results and

outperforms the Tanimoto similarity, as can be seen in Fig.

Figure 7. Evaluation scores (MAE) of LogLikilihood Similarity for
training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

Figure 8. Evaluation scores (MAE) of Tanimoto Similarity Similarity for
training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

8. The recommender estimates a preference that deviates

from the actual preference by an average of 0.053. In other

words, we get more accurate recommendation results by 5.3

percent.

The adjusted City-block similarity, shown in Fig. 9, also

gives positive results and outperforms the City-block simi-

larity. The recommender estimates a preference that deviates

from the actual preference by an average of 0.051. In other

words, we get more accurate recommendation results by 5.1

percent.

VI. DISCUSSION

We make the following observations, based on the experi-

mental results. The proposed model which is based on item-

based CF algorithms provide good results with 4.6 percent

average improvement. We also notice that the improvements

in recommendation quality is inconsistent over different

dataset sizes, and provides more accurate recommendations

when the dataset size less than 3 million ratings. Another

important point is that our model does not perform well

when using the Pearson similarity measure.
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Figure 9. Evaluation scores (MAE) of City Block Similarity Similarity
for training data to 80% and testing data to 20%

We think that the unexpected difference in evaluation

score MAE between the sorted dataset and the unsorted

dataset is attributable to data sparsity. When the dataset

size is small and sorted by userID, it becomes less sparse;

consequently, the results become more accurate. In other

words, the MAE score is less accurate, until it reaches a

point where the sparsity level is equal to the level of unsorted

dataset. One reason for the sparsity levels is that each user

gives a relatively small number of reviews.

VII. CONCLUSION

Given the importance of recommender systems, this study

aims to improve the accuracy of recommendation results in

the e-commerce domain. Here, we propose a new data model

using the rating system of consumer product reviews. We

also evaluate and measure the performance of recommen-

dations with Mahout item-based similarity measures using

a real-word dataset taken from Amazon and have found

that our proposed model gives accurate recommendations

by applying both machine learning techniques and statistical

methods. The evaluation outcomes reveal that our model

provides more accurate results and an average recommenda-

tion improvement of 4.6 percent. Some may argue that this

score is low, but in fact and as we stated previously even

small improvements in e-commerce recommender systems

may result in highly appreciable increases in sales.

Additionally, it was observed that the Euclidean distance

similarity measure is the best performing metric among the

other Mahout item-based similarity measures. And Pearson

similarity measure is the worst performer.

Reviews, which are also called on-line opinions, and

ratings of those reviews have a great impact on a purchase

decision. Therefore, taking these factors into consideration

and analyzing users’ reviews using text mining algorithms

by extracting keywords from them is potentially valuable for

e-commerce systems. It is important to mention that users’

opinions of other user’ reviews and users’ opinions of other

user’ ratings could be used as an input for recommender

systems. By doing so, it could be possible to gain a better

understanding of what real value a specific product/item

should deserve as a rating score. Eventually, utilizing this

method could help improve the quality of predictions or

recommendations that the user will receive.
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